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league champions 18 times fa cup winners six times and league cup winners six times it s a record that makes liverpool the most successful english club in europe the tally is also huge

uefa cup winners four times and european cup winners a massive four times to look at the players that have worn the famous red shirt is to wander through a historical who s who of

world football the story of liverpool football club is rich in success and glory but it is also rich in tradition the famous bootroom ethic permeates every corridor of the club the kop despite its

modernisation into an all seater stand still offers a fanatical support that many claim is worth a goal start celebrate one of the most successful soccer teams in the world with this book of

groundbreaking facts and statistics the first edition of the official liverpool fc football records set a new standard in fact and stat publishing offering not only all the important statistics in the

history of liverpool football club one of the world s most successful but complemented the numbers with stories and background information on them fully revised and updated to include

the amazing 2013 14 season the reds most prolific campaign since the 1890s when the club came so close to the premier league title and with outstanding action photographs to bring

them to life liverpool fans and all students of world and domestic soccer history have in the official liverpool fc football records the perfect volume from which to understand just why the

club is unique as well as all of the club records player records and general statistics a special section focuses on 10 of the legends of anfield who helped to shape the club and make

liverpool fc the sporting behemoth it is if it weren t for john houlding liverpool football club would never have been born but even houlding could not have predicted how successful

liverpool fc would become no english club can match the reds roll of honour at home and abroad five european cup champions leagues three uefa cups 18 football league championships

six fa cups eight football league cups plus numerous others the official liverpool fc illustrated history charts rise of liverpool fc to the very summit of english and european football from the

struggles of the early years in the nineteenth century through the domination of the late twentieth century to the great cup successes in the new millennium it tells the story of a club that

is rich in tradition the famous boot room ethic that has permeated every corridor of anfield plus the awesome support offered by the kop still a hotbead of football fanaticism this updated

edition recalls the deeds of legendary managers such as bill shankly bob paisley and kenny dalglish and salutes the achievements of more recent bosses gerard houllier and rafa benitez

and the current incumbent brendan rodgers it also celebrates the litany of players whose names are etched in liverpool fc folklore from alex raisbeck and billy liddell to roger hunt and

kevin keegan through kenny dalglish alan hansen and graeme souness to the modern legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard and young guns daniel sturridge philippe coutinho and

raheem sterling this is a fascinating journey through almost 125 years of sporting heroics incredible victories and emotional near misses stories of triumph and tragedy but most of all a

tale of incredible passion and pride if it weren t for john houlding liverpool football club would never have been born but even houlding could not have predicted how successful liverpool fc

would become no english club can match the reds roll of honour at home and abroad five european cup champions leagues three uefa cups 18 football league championships seven fa

cups eight football league cups plus numerous others the official liverpool fc illustrated history charts rise and rise of liverpool fc to the very summit of english and european football from

the struggles of the early years in the nineteenth century through the domination of the late twentieth century to the great cup successes in the new millennium it tells the story of a club

that is rich in tradition the famous boot room ethic that has permeated every corridor of anfield plus the awesome fanatical support offered by the kop this updated edition recalls the
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deeds of legendary managers such as bill shankly bob paisley and kenny dalglish and salutes the achievements of more recent bosses gerard houllier and rafa benitez and the current

incumbent brendan rodgers it also celebrates the litany of players whose names are etched in liverpool fc folklore from alex raisbeck and billy liddell to roger hunt and kevin keegan

through kenny dalglish alan hansen and graeme souness to the modern legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard and young guns daniel sturridge philippe coutinho and fabio borini

league champions 18 times fa cup winners six times and league cup winners six times in europe uefa cup winners four times and european cup winners four times it s a record that

makes liverpool the most successful english club from a to z the official liverpool fc illustrated encyclopedia chronicles the highs and lows of lfc s stunning story and serves as an

unequalled source of reference from alan a court and the academy through to christian ziege not forgetting the beatles kenny dalglish gerard houllier yosser hughes kevin keegan the liver

bird michael owen ian rush abel xavier and everyone else in between this is a comprehensive alphabetical journey through over a century of sporting heroics set against the backdrop of

life on merseyside but most importantly it is a story of incredible passion and pride for liverpool football club somehow manages to inspire not only its own fans but also followers of

football the world over for millions liverpool football club is a special place and this is its own special story celebrate your passion for the reds with the official 2024 liverpool annual jam

packed with features and photographs that document the remarkable 2022 23 campaign relive the glories and nail biting moments from a season like no other expand your knowledge on

all aspects of the club and revel in everything that is good about life at anfield under the inspirational leadership of jü rgen klopp find out more about the players who have contributed to

the recent success and meet the new signings who will hopefully help shape an even brighter future a must have publication for all liverpudlians image for illustrative purposes only in the

pages of this book you ll discover facts and trivia players profiles and more it s the perfect companion guide to liverpool football club for any junior red and is guaranteed to keep young

fans entertained season after season an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2022 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now

packed full of stunning action images and interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you

need to know about the reds including all the vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2021 annual for illustrative purposes

filled with facts and stats trivia history lists quotes quizzes and much much more this is the perfect gift for any liverpool fan an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2021

official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the

manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical

liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2021 annual for illustrative purposes an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2023 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all

that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it

also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2022

annual for illustrative purposes suitable for young reds fans this sticker book is crammed with puzzles to solve and simple activities to complete including a nail biting penalty shoot out

game it also features 150 colourful stickers for fans to complete the activities decorate the pages or stick wherever they like an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2020

official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the

manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical
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liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2019 annual for illustrative purposes liverpool fc the historic treble traces the sensational three cup roller coaster ride of season 2000 01 featuring

full match by match statistics animated kick by kick descriptions and the best pitch side photography for every single game this book follows the red s path to victory in glorious detail fully

official this is the only wholly comprehensive record of liverpool s cup season and is a must have celebration of a unique achievement from a to z this book chronicles the highs and lows

of lfc s stunning story and serves as an unequalled source of reference on everything to do with the club from the academy through to christian ziege encompassing beardsley carragher

dalglish evans fairclough gerrard houllier ince jones keegan liddell mcallister neal owen paisley rodgers shankly toshack uefa champions league voronin whelan xavier and yeats in

between this is a fascinating alphabetical journey through over a century of sporting heroics set against the backdrop of life on merseyside a sticker colouring book that allows junior reds

to colour in portraits of your favourite anfield heroes design your own liverpool kit decorate the club crest or draw yourself among the huge crowd in the kop it features 150 stickers a

commemorative illustrated book celebrating the rich history of anfield liverpool fc s legendary home for more than 100 years fully endorsed by liverpool football club this is the first official

book dedicated to the legendary ground of anfield written by a leading club authority and illustrated with 150 atmospheric images and rare behind the scenes photographs this is anfield

explores the ground s rich and eventful history covering all the famous games played there as well a range of iconic themes and characteristics forever linked to the stadium these include

the famous boot room the beautiful shankly gates and the legendary kop and of course not forgetting the fabled european nights published to coincide with anfield s redevelopment this is

a book that all reds fans will treasure an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2019 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now

packed full of stunning action images and interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you

need to know about the reds including all the vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fantastical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2018 annual for illustrative purposes

this text takes you on a colourful journey of discovery through ten unique excursions linking the anfield past and present just like researching your own family it will inspire you make you

laugh provoke emotion and ultimately fill you with pride after a 30 year wait liverpool football club are champions of england once again and to celebrate what was such a momentous

triumph this book tells the story of how the 2019 20 premier league campaign unfolded from a reds perspective it was a season which liverpool dominated from start to finish beating

every team in their path and setting a host of new records along the way jurgen klopp and his players can now rightfully take their place alongside those illustrious liverpool teams of the

past and champions is a fitting tribute to what they have achieved featuring a match by match journey through the season a reminder of those historic title wins of years gone by plus the

inside view of all those involved this is a book that every liverpool supporter will cherish five times european champions liverpool football club have the richest history in british football this

is the definitive guide to the greatest liverpool players of all time selected by a prestigious lfc panel including alan hansen ian callaghan and chief executive rick parry liverpool s place in

english football s hierarchy is recognized around the world and almost every high profile star on the move gets linked with the anfield club under manager jurgen klopp liverpool remain

the benchmark for success at home and abroad title no 19 remains the holy grail but cup success is a common theme including the record setting eighth league cup success in 2012 no

british club is close to matching liverpool s eight cup victories in europe and eight wins in the fa cup two remains a strong possibility from alan hansen and graeme souness through

michael owen robbie fowler and jamie redknapp to recently retired legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard few clubs can boast as many people with so much to say for themselves

especially in the case of ex manager bill shankly soccer s most quoted man liverpool have a proud tradition and a very loyal support and this updated edition with new images aims to
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capture the flavor of both founded more than 125 years ago liverpool fc is a soccer club with a storied past and an exciting future liverpool supporters never walk alone they carry a rich

team history and thrive off the companionship of some of the game s most passionate and loyal fans from the kop at anfield to television sets across the world liverpool fc sparks

excitement and hope in millions of people every year this book explores the formation of the team in 1892 the successes and failures of the early years the dominating run of the 1970s

and 1980s and recent events in the twenty first century it also examines the social progress and tragedies related to the team showing that sport can be used as a unifying force in the

world 2019 will forever be remembered as the year liverpool football club firmly cemented itself as part of european royalty for the sixth time in the club s history they were crowned the

undisputed kings of the continent victory over tottenham hotspur on an unforgettable night in madrid secured the most coveted prize in club football the champions league trophy it was a

momentous triumph one that reverberated across the globe this is the story of how it was achieved this is the lavishly illustrated history of the massively successful club era by era and

personality by personality complete with printed souvenir artefacts that link the reader to history and help the past come to life one hundred per cent official the official liverpool fc annual

2004 is the only annual to take you right inside the most successful football club of all time read all about the 2002 03 season revel in the glorious history of the reds and roam around

the club s training ground and of course anfield itself there are profiles of all the top players including steven gerard and michael owen there are quizzes and puzzles and crosswords to

test your lfc knowledge and it s all gloriously illustrated with the top lfc action find out all there is to know about the nation s greatest football team packed full of facts and figures pictures

and profiles this is the best way to celebrate the season at lfc and to celebrate the reds return to winning ways in domestic competition there s the full story of liverpool s impressive 2 0

victory against the odds over old rivals manchester united in the worthington cup final enjoy hours of colouring and doodling fun with the action packed official reds colouring book

impossible to resist featuring action drawings of liverpool s premier league stars and legends as well as tantalising tessellations the reds colouring book will inspire creativity in artists of all

ages this official liverpool fc publication celebrates 50 of the greatest goals witnessed in the reds fantastic history ian rush roger hunt billy liddell michael owen robbie fowler steven

gerrard john barnes fernando torres luis suarez kevin keegan the list goes on liverpool football club has been blessed with some truly great players during its 120 year history all of whom

have scored some fabulous goals the 50 greatest goals witnessed at anfield and beyond have been selected from throughout the club s history few clubs in the world can match liverpool

fc s record of 18 league championships seven fa cups eight football league cups three uefa cups and five prestigious european cups plus the uefa super cup and many fa charity

community shields the goals have been arranged chronologically so the reader can rate his or her own favorites each entry features a description of the goal both in terms of the build up

play the wider context of the match and its place in history and every entry features at least one photograph of the goal in question which will bring back great memories for those who

were there and bring the goal vividly to life for those who weren t among the 50 chosen goals are superb team goals such as kevin keegan s in the 1974 fa cup final against newcastle

united dynamic breakaway goals like terry mcdermott s header against tottenham hotspur in 1978 rated by bob paisley at the time as probably the best in liverpool s history fabulous

strikes such as steven gerrard s against manchester united in 2001 and wonderful solo efforts like john barnes against queens park rangers in 1987 and steve mcmanaman s against

celtic in 1997 there are even a few goals from liverpool s earlier history such as the first of the 215 goals billy liddell scored for the reds against chester in january 1946 and the debut

goal of one of liverpool s most prolific goal scorers roger hunt against scunthorpe united in september 1959 documenting some of the finest football photography the a z of liverpool fc s

greatest pictures trawls through the liverpool daily post echo archives highlighting the greats who have graced the most successful club in english football champions after a 30 year wait
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jürgen klopp s liverpool won the english league title quicker than anyone in history with seven games still to play and with those final games played only after the season was almost

cancelled in the wake of the covid 19 pandemic the reds absolutely smashed the opposition racking up a record breaking 25 point lead during the run in adding the european super cup

and the club world cup to the champions league of 2019 before confirming the championship to get the club back on its perch in 2020 this book takes a look at the games the players and

management team tactics and transfer policies ownership and innovations and the myriad facets that came together to make this liverpool team reigning european champions with stars

like mo salah virgil van dijk alisson becker trent alexander arnold roberto firmino sadio mané and captain jordan henderson ranked the 4th best in the history of football about the author

paul tomkins is the author of over a dozen football books an academic paper on the role football finances play in success and the novel the girl on the pier in addition he was a columnist

on the official liverpool website between 2005 and 2012 in 2009 he set up the website the tomkins times praise for the work of paul tomkins and the tomkins times paul tomkins work is

phenomenal absolutely quintessential reading for liverpool fans the redmen tv the tomkins times is an indispensable website whose diagnosis of all things liverpool is beyond compare

lfchistory net the best liverpool fc writer bar none vic gill bill shankly s son in law and former lfc trainee perhaps the most intelligent guide to lfc available on the internet the independent

on sunday gold dust analysis john sinnott bbc football analysis is best left to the professionals like the admirable mr tomkins the daily telegraph an ingenious and intelligent look beneath

the surface to reveal what the headlines too often don t tell us fascinating jonathan wilson another triumph of impeccable research pay as you play brings much needed factual insight to

a discussion previously dominated by half truths oliver kay the times liverpool do happen to be blessed with supporters whose statistical analysis provides a lucid interpretation of where

the club s strengths and weaknesses lie accessible through the tomkins times website the independent liverpool s spion kop is a legend wherever soccer is played the kop celebrates this

monument to football in a series of interviews with those who know and love the stand best kopites old and young and fans and players alike a staple companion for all liverpool

supporters this unique official club yearbook is packed with a wealth of reds related content are you an lfc brain box if so then putliverpool fc that claim to the test with the official liverpool

trivia cards there are 200 questions in total split between four categories of true or false multiple choice name the season and who are yer all aspects of the reds are covered bang up to

date with questions on the 2019 20 season and stars compiled by life long fans and official club statisticians dave ball and ged rea dave a former bbc sports brain of britain has worked

with sky sports and been a research consultant with the a question of sport team since the days of liverpool legend emlyn hughes as well as being a contributor to major tv radio and

written media outlets ged has also been a question setter for lfctv quiz shows as well as itv digital s do i not know that



The Official Liverpool FC Illustrated History 2004

league champions 18 times fa cup winners six times and league cup winners six times it s a record that makes liverpool the most successful english club in europe the tally is also huge

uefa cup winners four times and european cup winners a massive four times to look at the players that have worn the famous red shirt is to wander through a historical who s who of

world football the story of liverpool football club is rich in success and glory but it is also rich in tradition the famous bootroom ethic permeates every corridor of the club the kop despite its

modernisation into an all seater stand still offers a fanatical support that many claim is worth a goal start

Official Liverpool FC Annual 2007-10

celebrate one of the most successful soccer teams in the world with this book of groundbreaking facts and statistics the first edition of the official liverpool fc football records set a new

standard in fact and stat publishing offering not only all the important statistics in the history of liverpool football club one of the world s most successful but complemented the numbers

with stories and background information on them fully revised and updated to include the amazing 2013 14 season the reds most prolific campaign since the 1890s when the club came

so close to the premier league title and with outstanding action photographs to bring them to life liverpool fans and all students of world and domestic soccer history have in the official

liverpool fc football records the perfect volume from which to understand just why the club is unique as well as all of the club records player records and general statistics a special

section focuses on 10 of the legends of anfield who helped to shape the club and make liverpool fc the sporting behemoth it is

Official Liverpool FC Book of Records 2015-10

if it weren t for john houlding liverpool football club would never have been born but even houlding could not have predicted how successful liverpool fc would become no english club can

match the reds roll of honour at home and abroad five european cup champions leagues three uefa cups 18 football league championships six fa cups eight football league cups plus

numerous others the official liverpool fc illustrated history charts rise of liverpool fc to the very summit of english and european football from the struggles of the early years in the

nineteenth century through the domination of the late twentieth century to the great cup successes in the new millennium it tells the story of a club that is rich in tradition the famous boot

room ethic that has permeated every corridor of anfield plus the awesome support offered by the kop still a hotbead of football fanaticism this updated edition recalls the deeds of

legendary managers such as bill shankly bob paisley and kenny dalglish and salutes the achievements of more recent bosses gerard houllier and rafa benitez and the current incumbent

brendan rodgers it also celebrates the litany of players whose names are etched in liverpool fc folklore from alex raisbeck and billy liddell to roger hunt and kevin keegan through kenny

dalglish alan hansen and graeme souness to the modern legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard and young guns daniel sturridge philippe coutinho and raheem sterling this is a

fascinating journey through almost 125 years of sporting heroics incredible victories and emotional near misses stories of triumph and tragedy but most of all a tale of incredible passion



and pride

Official Liverpool FC Illustrated History 2016-03

if it weren t for john houlding liverpool football club would never have been born but even houlding could not have predicted how successful liverpool fc would become no english club can

match the reds roll of honour at home and abroad five european cup champions leagues three uefa cups 18 football league championships seven fa cups eight football league cups plus

numerous others the official liverpool fc illustrated history charts rise and rise of liverpool fc to the very summit of english and european football from the struggles of the early years in the

nineteenth century through the domination of the late twentieth century to the great cup successes in the new millennium it tells the story of a club that is rich in tradition the famous boot

room ethic that has permeated every corridor of anfield plus the awesome fanatical support offered by the kop this updated edition recalls the deeds of legendary managers such as bill

shankly bob paisley and kenny dalglish and salutes the achievements of more recent bosses gerard houllier and rafa benitez and the current incumbent brendan rodgers it also celebrates

the litany of players whose names are etched in liverpool fc folklore from alex raisbeck and billy liddell to roger hunt and kevin keegan through kenny dalglish alan hansen and graeme

souness to the modern legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard and young guns daniel sturridge philippe coutinho and fabio borini

Liverpool FC Official Illustrated History 2014-09

league champions 18 times fa cup winners six times and league cup winners six times in europe uefa cup winners four times and european cup winners four times it s a record that

makes liverpool the most successful english club from a to z the official liverpool fc illustrated encyclopedia chronicles the highs and lows of lfc s stunning story and serves as an

unequalled source of reference from alan a court and the academy through to christian ziege not forgetting the beatles kenny dalglish gerard houllier yosser hughes kevin keegan the liver

bird michael owen ian rush abel xavier and everyone else in between this is a comprehensive alphabetical journey through over a century of sporting heroics set against the backdrop of

life on merseyside but most importantly it is a story of incredible passion and pride for liverpool football club somehow manages to inspire not only its own fans but also followers of

football the world over for millions liverpool football club is a special place and this is its own special story

The Official Liverpool FC Illustrated Encyclopedia 2003

celebrate your passion for the reds with the official 2024 liverpool annual jam packed with features and photographs that document the remarkable 2022 23 campaign relive the glories

and nail biting moments from a season like no other expand your knowledge on all aspects of the club and revel in everything that is good about life at anfield under the inspirational

leadership of jü rgen klopp find out more about the players who have contributed to the recent success and meet the new signings who will hopefully help shape an even brighter future a



must have publication for all liverpudlians image for illustrative purposes only

The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2024 2023-12-30

in the pages of this book you ll discover facts and trivia players profiles and more it s the perfect companion guide to liverpool football club for any junior red and is guaranteed to keep

young fans entertained season after season

Official Liverpool FC Ultimate Junior Reds' Book 2014-04

an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2022 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and

interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the

vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2021 annual for illustrative purposes

The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2022 2022

filled with facts and stats trivia history lists quotes quizzes and much much more this is the perfect gift for any liverpool fan

OFFICIAL LIVERPOOL FC ANNUAL 2025 2024

an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2021 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and

interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the

vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2021 annual for illustrative purposes

Official Liverpool FC Supporter's Book 2015-02-12

an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2023 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and

interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the

vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2022 annual for illustrative purposes



The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2021 2021

suitable for young reds fans this sticker book is crammed with puzzles to solve and simple activities to complete including a nail biting penalty shoot out game it also features 150

colourful stickers for fans to complete the activities decorate the pages or stick wherever they like

The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2023 2023-12-15

an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2020 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and

interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the

vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fanatical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2019 annual for illustrative purposes

Official Liverpool FC Sticker Activity Book 2014-04

liverpool fc the historic treble traces the sensational three cup roller coaster ride of season 2000 01 featuring full match by match statistics animated kick by kick descriptions and the best

pitch side photography for every single game this book follows the red s path to victory in glorious detail fully official this is the only wholly comprehensive record of liverpool s cup season

and is a must have celebration of a unique achievement

Official Liverpool FC Annual 2020 2019-10

from a to z this book chronicles the highs and lows of lfc s stunning story and serves as an unequalled source of reference on everything to do with the club from the academy through to

christian ziege encompassing beardsley carragher dalglish evans fairclough gerrard houllier ince jones keegan liddell mcallister neal owen paisley rodgers shankly toshack uefa

champions league voronin whelan xavier and yeats in between this is a fascinating alphabetical journey through over a century of sporting heroics set against the backdrop of life on

merseyside

This Is Anfield 2002

a sticker colouring book that allows junior reds to colour in portraits of your favourite anfield heroes design your own liverpool kit decorate the club crest or draw yourself among the huge

crowd in the kop it features 150 stickers



Liverpool FC 2001

a commemorative illustrated book celebrating the rich history of anfield liverpool fc s legendary home for more than 100 years fully endorsed by liverpool football club this is the first

official book dedicated to the legendary ground of anfield written by a leading club authority and illustrated with 150 atmospheric images and rare behind the scenes photographs this is

anfield explores the ground s rich and eventful history covering all the famous games played there as well a range of iconic themes and characteristics forever linked to the stadium these

include the famous boot room the beautiful shankly gates and the legendary kop and of course not forgetting the fabled european nights published to coincide with anfield s

redevelopment this is a book that all reds fans will treasure

Official Liverpool FC Illustrated Encyclopedia 2016-10

an exciting new era is well underway at anfield and this 2019 official liverpool soccer annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now packed full of stunning action images and

interesting behind the scenes features plus interviews with the manager players and revered club icons it also contains everything else you need to know about the reds including all the

vital facts and figures from the season if you are a fantastical liverpudlian this is a must read image of 2018 annual for illustrative purposes

Official Liverpool FC Sticker Colouring Book 2014-04

this text takes you on a colourful journey of discovery through ten unique excursions linking the anfield past and present just like researching your own family it will inspire you make you

laugh provoke emotion and ultimately fill you with pride

This Is Anfield 2016-02

after a 30 year wait liverpool football club are champions of england once again and to celebrate what was such a momentous triumph this book tells the story of how the 2019 20

premier league campaign unfolded from a reds perspective it was a season which liverpool dominated from start to finish beating every team in their path and setting a host of new

records along the way jurgen klopp and his players can now rightfully take their place alongside those illustrious liverpool teams of the past and champions is a fitting tribute to what they

have achieved featuring a match by match journey through the season a reminder of those historic title wins of years gone by plus the inside view of all those involved this is a book that

every liverpool supporter will cherish



The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2019 2019

five times european champions liverpool football club have the richest history in british football this is the definitive guide to the greatest liverpool players of all time selected by a

prestigious lfc panel including alan hansen ian callaghan and chief executive rick parry

The Liverpool FC Family Tree. 2011-03-01

liverpool s place in english football s hierarchy is recognized around the world and almost every high profile star on the move gets linked with the anfield club under manager jurgen klopp

liverpool remain the benchmark for success at home and abroad title no 19 remains the holy grail but cup success is a common theme including the record setting eighth league cup

success in 2012 no british club is close to matching liverpool s eight cup victories in europe and eight wins in the fa cup two remains a strong possibility from alan hansen and graeme

souness through michael owen robbie fowler and jamie redknapp to recently retired legends jamie carragher and steven gerrard few clubs can boast as many people with so much to say

for themselves especially in the case of ex manager bill shankly soccer s most quoted man liverpool have a proud tradition and a very loyal support and this updated edition with new

images aims to capture the flavor of both

Liverpool FC Premier League Champions 2019-20 2020-10-12

founded more than 125 years ago liverpool fc is a soccer club with a storied past and an exciting future liverpool supporters never walk alone they carry a rich team history and thrive off

the companionship of some of the game s most passionate and loyal fans from the kop at anfield to television sets across the world liverpool fc sparks excitement and hope in millions of

people every year this book explores the formation of the team in 1892 the successes and failures of the early years the dominating run of the 1970s and 1980s and recent events in the

twenty first century it also examines the social progress and tragedies related to the team showing that sport can be used as a unifying force in the world

You'll Never Walk Alone 1991

2019 will forever be remembered as the year liverpool football club firmly cemented itself as part of european royalty for the sixth time in the club s history they were crowned the

undisputed kings of the continent victory over tottenham hotspur on an unforgettable night in madrid secured the most coveted prize in club football the champions league trophy it was a

momentous triumph one that reverberated across the globe this is the story of how it was achieved



Liverpool's Hall of Fame 2007

this is the lavishly illustrated history of the massively successful club era by era and personality by personality complete with printed souvenir artefacts that link the reader to history and

help the past come to life

Official Little Book of Liverpool FC 2016-10-08

one hundred per cent official the official liverpool fc annual 2004 is the only annual to take you right inside the most successful football club of all time read all about the 2002 03 season

revel in the glorious history of the reds and roam around the club s training ground and of course anfield itself there are profiles of all the top players including steven gerard and michael

owen there are quizzes and puzzles and crosswords to test your lfc knowledge and it s all gloriously illustrated with the top lfc action find out all there is to know about the nation s

greatest football team packed full of facts and figures pictures and profiles this is the best way to celebrate the season at lfc and to celebrate the reds return to winning ways in domestic

competition there s the full story of liverpool s impressive 2 0 victory against the odds over old rivals manchester united in the worthington cup final

Official Liverpool FC Annual 2012 2011-10-01

enjoy hours of colouring and doodling fun with the action packed official reds colouring book impossible to resist featuring action drawings of liverpool s premier league stars and legends

as well as tantalising tessellations the reds colouring book will inspire creativity in artists of all ages

Liverpool FC 2020-07-15

this official liverpool fc publication celebrates 50 of the greatest goals witnessed in the reds fantastic history ian rush roger hunt billy liddell michael owen robbie fowler steven gerrard john

barnes fernando torres luis suarez kevin keegan the list goes on liverpool football club has been blessed with some truly great players during its 120 year history all of whom have scored

some fabulous goals the 50 greatest goals witnessed at anfield and beyond have been selected from throughout the club s history few clubs in the world can match liverpool fc s record

of 18 league championships seven fa cups eight football league cups three uefa cups and five prestigious european cups plus the uefa super cup and many fa charity community shields

the goals have been arranged chronologically so the reader can rate his or her own favorites each entry features a description of the goal both in terms of the build up play the wider

context of the match and its place in history and every entry features at least one photograph of the goal in question which will bring back great memories for those who were there and

bring the goal vividly to life for those who weren t among the 50 chosen goals are superb team goals such as kevin keegan s in the 1974 fa cup final against newcastle united dynamic



breakaway goals like terry mcdermott s header against tottenham hotspur in 1978 rated by bob paisley at the time as probably the best in liverpool s history fabulous strikes such as

steven gerrard s against manchester united in 2001 and wonderful solo efforts like john barnes against queens park rangers in 1987 and steve mcmanaman s against celtic in 1997 there

are even a few goals from liverpool s earlier history such as the first of the 215 goals billy liddell scored for the reds against chester in january 1946 and the debut goal of one of liverpool

s most prolific goal scorers roger hunt against scunthorpe united in september 1959

Liverpool 2019

documenting some of the finest football photography the a z of liverpool fc s greatest pictures trawls through the liverpool daily post echo archives highlighting the greats who have graced

the most successful club in english football

The Official Treasures of Liverpool FC 2013-10

champions after a 30 year wait jürgen klopp s liverpool won the english league title quicker than anyone in history with seven games still to play and with those final games played only

after the season was almost cancelled in the wake of the covid 19 pandemic the reds absolutely smashed the opposition racking up a record breaking 25 point lead during the run in

adding the european super cup and the club world cup to the champions league of 2019 before confirming the championship to get the club back on its perch in 2020 this book takes a

look at the games the players and management team tactics and transfer policies ownership and innovations and the myriad facets that came together to make this liverpool team

reigning european champions with stars like mo salah virgil van dijk alisson becker trent alexander arnold roberto firmino sadio mané and captain jordan henderson ranked the 4th best in

the history of football about the author paul tomkins is the author of over a dozen football books an academic paper on the role football finances play in success and the novel the girl on

the pier in addition he was a columnist on the official liverpool website between 2005 and 2012 in 2009 he set up the website the tomkins times praise for the work of paul tomkins and

the tomkins times paul tomkins work is phenomenal absolutely quintessential reading for liverpool fans the redmen tv the tomkins times is an indispensable website whose diagnosis of all

things liverpool is beyond compare lfchistory net the best liverpool fc writer bar none vic gill bill shankly s son in law and former lfc trainee perhaps the most intelligent guide to lfc

available on the internet the independent on sunday gold dust analysis john sinnott bbc football analysis is best left to the professionals like the admirable mr tomkins the daily telegraph

an ingenious and intelligent look beneath the surface to reveal what the headlines too often don t tell us fascinating jonathan wilson another triumph of impeccable research pay as you

play brings much needed factual insight to a discussion previously dominated by half truths oliver kay the times liverpool do happen to be blessed with supporters whose statistical

analysis provides a lucid interpretation of where the club s strengths and weaknesses lie accessible through the tomkins times website the independent



Trent Alexander-Arnold: The Scouser In Our Team 2023-08-28

liverpool s spion kop is a legend wherever soccer is played the kop celebrates this monument to football in a series of interviews with those who know and love the stand best kopites old

and young and fans and players alike

The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2004 2003

a staple companion for all liverpool supporters this unique official club yearbook is packed with a wealth of reds related content

Liverpool FC - the Official Reds Colouring Book 2019-10

are you an lfc brain box if so then putliverpool fc that claim to the test with the official liverpool trivia cards there are 200 questions in total split between four categories of true or false

multiple choice name the season and who are yer all aspects of the reds are covered bang up to date with questions on the 2019 20 season and stars compiled by life long fans and

official club statisticians dave ball and ged rea dave a former bbc sports brain of britain has worked with sky sports and been a research consultant with the a question of sport team since

the days of liverpool legend emlyn hughes as well as being a contributor to major tv radio and written media outlets ged has also been a question setter for lfctv quiz shows as well as itv

digital s do i not know that

Liverpool FC Greatest Goals 2015-08

A-Z of Liverpool of FC's Greatest Pictures 2006

The Official Liverpool FC Annual 2002 2001



Perched 2020-08-18

The Kop 2008-08-14

Liverpool FC the Official Guide 2012 2011-10

Liverpool FC - Official Trivia Cards 2019-10
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